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In the last ehapter we were discussing different levels of 

consciousness, .. in their relation to truth. But c·onsciousness 

is only one aspec.t of truth. As we approach nearer to truth, 

unity increases· also, for truth in an ab.solute·, sense, is one, -

there cannot ultimately be more-than one truth. And strange 

as it may seem t-o us there- cannot ultimately be truth wit-hout 

happiness, for· in its true nature everything· is ec.stasy, is happiness •. 

And so truth can be approached in three different ways - throug-h 

methods which increase man's· unity, his oneness with the absolute,tbrough 

methods· which increase man's· consciousness, his ability to remember

himself, and through methods which bring-: him to happines·s, or- bliss. 

From -the earliest times man has· struggled to· find these· different-

ways- to truth. He has· given up the world in pursuit of.· the, abS"olute, -

has bec.ome a · recluse, an· asc-etic·, medi ta.ting in'. the· :foresi; - or he· has 

given his life to a; monastery - abandoned everything he possess-ea:, 

even his name•; or- he hasc spent many years of his lif& in a.n esoteric 

school, following specrial methods· of increasing and sustaining 

consciousness.... All the-se, ways are· arduous and diffic.ult, and 

they all, to a greater or· a lesser degree,, involve retirement fr.om 

the:· world. To be quite candid, they are not for us. We need 

another w~ - a \'f~ which would enable us t6 find tr.u.th while 

remaining irr• the world, so that we can discover our.- place in· the 

wor-la:, and help other.s t-o do the same. 

Now it is through the third aspect of truth - through happiness 

that this method of meditation works. One of the first things we 

discover when we start pra-c-tising the meditation is that there exists·,. 

a.eep down ·within us·, a · great store of happiness. And as· we get to

know t'he, taste of this- happiness·, we find that the mind tends· t-o go 

to it naturally - there' is· no nee-a. to force it to go there, for- i't-

tends, in that direction .of its own accord. When it has· reached t-his 

place of' happiness, which of course is at the c-entre of the circ:-le·, 

it· finds· that unity and consciousness exist there too. The nearer 

it gets to the c·entre, the more they bec·ome one thing. And. so we 

are able to bring them with us·, back into our everyday life. In 

this wa;y the long and. arduous disciplines of ?t'her w~s become 

unnecessary - almost without knowing it we bec:ome free. 

In order· to undersi.and how this· method works, let us imagine 
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thcd; the circle is like. a nation of' many people, and at the 

centre- of' the circle is the king. Imman'as· he is the 

people are, all at war with each other,. and the- king has lj:tide 

inf'!uenc:e over them. But- if twice a day the people were, t-o visit 

their king, to listen to his word, and in time to begin to 

understand his purpose, the whole character of the nation would 

change. Instead· of internal discord there would be unity, 

instead of misery and suffering there would be happiness, instead. 

of ignorance and stupidity there would be consciousness.... Ahd 

yet n·one of the ·people in the country would need to be put to any 

spe~ial discipline, or to crhange their way of life in any way - except 

only to visit their king twice a day, and this they would greatly 

enjoy. 

But one has actually to visit the king. In time t'he inhabitants 

of the country began to say to themselves "suppose instead of 

visiting our king every day we simply remember him instead. - suppose 

we pray to him for help without actually going to see him - this 

would be much simpler, and would save him much trouble, to say 

nothing of ourselves." 

And so they lost touch with their king. A..11.d worse still, they 

began to make their own picture of' what he was like, so that in the 

end they were praying every day to someone who had never existed. 

For they had built up a picture of' the king in their own image ••••• 

This method we have been given enables us actually to visit ~he

king - that is wh,y it is different from all other methods of prayer 

or thought or c-ontemplation. Visiting the king means allowing the· 

attention to be drawn away from the activities which. go on in the 

outer part of the circle, allowing it to be drawn away from the· 

middle part, allowing it to be attracted more a..~d more towards the 

central part, allowing·it to reach the centre itself - for that is 

where the attention likes to be. Other methods do not do this - they 

harness the attent·ion to the outer part, and that is where it' remains·. 

And: that is why they always involve some·kind of effort or struggle, 

for it is in the outer part of the circ·le that effort· and struggle 

exis·t. 

:Sut·when one is not visiting the· king- what happens· in between-? 

How can we keep his presence always before us in the midst of our

everyday life? What can we actually do to remind us of him? 

The answer· t·o this· question is really a very simple one. The 

king is actually.:!!!! - he is not a separate person. And when we 

visiii him we become king ourselves. Raving become king ourselves. 
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we go out into the day - we enjoy wholeheartedly everything 

there is to do. No need to stop and ask ourselves "where is 

the king - what should I do to remember him?" - the more we 

let go, the more we become king ourselves. 

It is all a matter of the attention and how it is :flowing. 

When we go to visit the king in his palace the attention is 

flowing inwards towards the centre. When we go out into the day 

the attention is flowing outwards. Our aim is to keep the 

attention one directional. Either it is flowing inwards or 

it is flowing outwards. If we try to alter it we put a wedge 

in the way. 

The wedge arises because we contrive something - we think 

to ourselves "I should be doing this or that to remember the 

king". And so we create two people instead of one. But if• 

we allow the attention to flow naturally we are one with the 

king - it is one and the same- thing. 

And so in this way awareness arises naturally - it does so 

in the ordinary circumstances of life. And all the activities 

of life get done much better - we do things more efficiently, and 

we enjoy things more. Always provided we visit the king every 

day.••• 


